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Business Judgment Rule (hereinafter called “the Rule”) has evolved through the 
practice of American company law into a unique institution, according to which, if the 
directors make rational business decisions on the basis of reasonable materials and for 
the sake of the optimization of company’s interests, the decisions shall be admitted as 
the directors’ normal judgment and prevent any interference and after-judgment of the 
courts. Obviously, the Rule provides company’s directors with powerful protection. 
The author holds that the present company’s legal system of China is to be improved 
in many respects, while the Rule in American law is of great help in terms of 
substantive and procedural law and is significant for the improvement of directors’, or 
even company system in the sense of theory and practice. As the maturization of 
china’s socialist market economy approaching, especially after China’s entry of the 
WTO, Chinese companies face the challenge of the economic globalization, market 
competition will be more and more fierce, market risks and uncertainty are ubiquitous. 
The Business Judgment Rule should be introduced into the  Company Law of China 
to meet the needs of practice. After probing into the Judgment Rule in the American 
law and use it for reference, this thesis will put forward some viewpoints and 
suggestions on the introduction of the Business Judgment Rule into the company law 
of China. 
Chapter 1 proceeds from the definition of the Rule and the legal characteristics of 
principle of Business Judgment and some relevant concepts, then combs through the 
development course of the Rule to clarify its elements and legal characteristics and the 
standards of Due Care obligation.  
In Chapter 2 the paper continues to analyze some basic theories of the Business 
Judgment Rule, especially the construction factors of this rule, and then have a brief 
introduction of the legal consequence of the application of the Business Judgment 
Rule. 
Chapter 3 deals with the application of the rule in the derived litigation, 
especially the influence of the derived on development of the rule, the factors to be 














the necessity of the introduction of the rule, and expounds in depth the functions of 
Special Litigation Committee and its influence on the outcome of derived litigation 
cases.  
In Chapter 4, the paper analyzes the significance of the influence of the Rule on 
the development of the company legal system, and reasons the necessity of its 
introduction into China. On the basis of drawing experiences from the American 
company law, and the practice in our country, the author put forward the suggestion of 
introduction of the Business Judgment Rule into our company law. 
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① Black’s Law Dictionary (5)[Z], West Group, 1979.181. 






































































































第一章  美国法上的商业判断规则概述 
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第二节 商业判断规则与注意义务关系论 

























                                                        
① 蔡元庆.董事的经营责任研究[M].北京:法律出版社,2006.6. 
② 刘俊海.股东有限公司股东权的保护[M].北京:法律出版社,2004.434. 
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